
Privacy Policy 
 

In compliance with laws, regulations, and other rules concerning personal information, the Site strives to protect 

customers' valuable personal information thoroughly. 

 

En Power Co., Ltd., (hereinafter "Company") recognizes that the protection of customers' privacy, personal 

information, settings, and other information is an important responsibility of the Company's business activities. The 

Company handles identification provided by customers that can be used to identify specific individuals (hereinafter 

"personal information"), whether provided through the Web, through inquiries, or by email or telephone as outlined 

below. 

 

*"Personal information" refers to information that can be used to identify customers, such as names, addresses, 

telephone numbers, and email addresses. 

*When collecting personal information, the Company makes the purposes of collection clear and collects personal 

information only within the extent necessary. 

*Together with striving to manage properly the personal information it has collected, the Company will also strive to 

prevent its leakage, unauthorized alteration, and improper access. 

*In principle, personal information collected by the Company will not be provided nor disclosed to third parties 

except in the following cases: 

1. When it has received a formal, written demand for cooperation or inquiry from a party authorized to do so by law 

2. When the customer has consented to such provision or disclosure 

*The Company will respond to inquiries and requests for correction made by customers concerning their own 

personal information only after it has verified through its own specified methods the identity of the requesting party. 

*The Company will comply with Japanese laws and regulations and other standards applicable to the personal 

information it possesses and will strive to review and update this Policy as appropriate. 

 

[Use of Google Analytics] 
The Site uses Google Analytics to collect and analyze data on the use of the Site in order to improve service and 

usability. In doing so, Google may use cookies to collect the users’ IP addresses and other information. Information 

collected using cookies cannot be used to identify specific individuals. The data collected using Google Analytics is 

managed in accordance with Google's Privacy Policy. Use of the Site constitutes acceptance of processing of data by 

Google and the Site through the above methods and for the above purposes. 

 

Google's Privacy Policy 
http://www.google.com/intl/ja/policies/privacy/  

https://www.google.com/intl/ja/policies/privacy/partners/ 

<Contact point concerning personal information> 

En Power Co., Ltd., tel. 03-6302-3660 


